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the support; lent it by a favoring aristocracy,
- in another class,

through the appliance of means more exclusively its own.

And, at the risk of being somewhat tedious, I shall present the

reader with a specimen of each.

It has been told me by an intelligent friend, who resided for

some time in a rich district in one of the midland counties, in

which the land for many miles round is parcelled out among
some three or four titled proprietors, that he found Protestant

Dissent wholly crushed in the locality,
- its sturdier adherents

cast out, -its weaker ones detached from their old commun

ions, and brought within the pale of the Establishment,- and

a showy if not very earnest Puseyism reigning absolute. The

change had been mainly brought about, he ascertained, by the

female members of the great landholding families. The ladies

of the manors had been vastly more active than their lords,

with whose Conservative leanings, however, the servile politics
of Puseyism agreed well. Charities to the poor of the district

had been extensively doled out on the old non-compulsory
scheme; but regular attendance at the parish church, or the

chapel attached to the mansion-house, was rendered all-essen

tial in constituting a claim: the pauper who absented himself

might, if he pleased, fall back on the workhouse and crush

bones. Schools had been erected in which the rising genera

tion might be at once shown the excellence arid taught the

trick of implicit submission to authority; and the pupils who

attended school had to attend church also, as a matter of

course. Even their parents had been successfully hounded out.

Lords of the manor have no little power in England where their

tenants are tenants-at-will, and where almost every cottage of

the villages on their lands is their own property. Obstinate

Dissenters found the controversy speedily settled by their re

moval from the scene of it; while the less stubborn learned in
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